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Elsevier - Health Sciences Division, United States, 2016. Spiral bound. Condition: New. 5th Revised
edition. Language: English . Brand New Book. With brief explanations and a focus on word building
skills, Basic Medical Language, 5th Edition provides the foundation you need to confidently
communicate with other health care team members. This basic medical vocabulary text explains a
carefully selected group of suffixes, prefixes, and combining forms to give you the basis for
recognizing and defining hundreds of medical terms. Clear, illustrated lessons present terms by
body system, introducing word parts and providing review exercises that ask students to define
terms or combine word parts to create terms. This text also reinforces learning with all-new case
studies, images, and exercises -and carefully crafted Evolve resources. Over 200 flash
cardsï¿½packaged free with the text make it easier for you to memorize terms.Systemic
presentation of medical terms helps you learn and recognize new words as you encounter them by
combining parts. Objectives integrated with headingsï¿½clarify how the content is presented within
lessons and show you how objectives relate to content.Consistent organization and pacing of
lessonsï¿½ensures steady acquisition of terminology. Integrated review exercisesï¿½test your
knowledge and provide instant feedback on your progress.Student resources on...
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Reviews
Comprehensive manual! Its this sort of excellent read through. We have read through and i also am certain that i will going to read through once more
again later on. You wont sense monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for regarding in the event you question me).
-- Pr of. Ger a ldine Mona ha n
This book is great. I could possibly comprehended everything using this published e book. I am easily could possibly get a enjoyment of reading a published
pdf.
-- Dea nna Ra th I
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